Design optimization of the 1 .8 MJ, 500 TW National Ignition Facility (NIF) laser has proceeded with the use of a suite of new computational models. Cost-effectiveness of alternative fundamental architectures was considered using CHAINOP. A very fast, lumped-element energetics code, CHA1NOP includes an extensive cost database, a runtime choice of optimization algorithm, and a set of heuristic rules for diffraction and nonlinear effects and for operational constraints. Its ability to flexibly consider many alternative configurations at a few seconds per chain made it the ideal "first-cut" tool for narrowing the investigation to the switched, multi-pass cavity architecture that was chosen.
Semi-analytic models of optical damage and filamentation have been included in PROP92. The damage model is based on the observation that the damage fluence for optical materials has been found2 to scale as DC (1) where t is the full-width at half maximum of the nearly-Gaussian pulses that were used in the damage testing, and C and b are phenomenological constants. In an effort to apply this database to non-Gaussian pulses, J. Trenholme3 developed a diffusion-like model for damage. Any spatial grid-point for which the maximum over time ofD(t) is greater than DD is assumed to damage. PROP92 accumulates and reports the number of such grid points and the maximum over space and time of D(t)/DD PROP92's split-step treatment of nonlinear index effects has been shown4 to be capable of accurately tracking the self-focusing of intensity spikes up to the point where optical breakdown (not included in the model) would occur. Such calculations, however, must be done in 2D (filament collapse does not occur in fewer dimensions) and require high spatial resolution. To enable checking for the possibility of filamentation during less well-resolved (hence, faster) calculations, we have implemented two features that warn of threatening conditions. The first is based on the observation5 that intensity perturbations of the most unstable size and shape will collapse during propagation through a uniform nonlinear medium, in a distance such that DR0 = gI0Dz 2.3, where I is the maximum intensity at the peak of the initial perturbation, and g = n21n0ce0 measures the material nonlinear susceptibility. By detecting and reporting the maximum over transverse position of the DB through the thickness of any given optic, PROP92 tracks the safety margin with respect to collapse in that optic. To allow for optical gain (which is also calculated by a split-step algorithm), the maximum DB(x,y) , from the current z-position to the. exit face ofthe optic, is re-calculated at each z-step. The second feature uses the fact that late in the process of collapse all perturbations evolve toward a shape in which the intensity scales as (z-z)4"3, where z is the position of the singular collapse point. At each z-step through the slab, the maximum calculated irradiance is scaled by [zc/(zc-zexjt)]4"3 to project a maximum anticipated self-focused irradiance in the slab. A warning message is printed if this projected irradiance exceeds a user-entered break-down irradiance.
Using PROP92 operating in its 1D mode, some tens of thousands of variants on the basic 4-pass switched-cavity architecture were examined for projected 3w energy in each of the three NIF-prescribed pulse shapes, safety from optical damage and filamentation, and operational constraints such as injection energy, flashlamp size and voltage, and alignment tolerance. A detailed cost estimate was generated for each configuration, and a cost-optimized laser design that meets operating and safety margins with appropriate margin was selected. That design is shown in Figure 1 . Detailed 2D calculations described below verify that this design will adequately fulfill the NIF mission.
In Figure 2 we show the transverse gain distribution assumed for these calculations, along with the gain measurements from the Beamlet chain. The NIF shape is derived from the Beamlet measurements with some smoothing and symmetrization, and an assumption that the ASEengendered edge droop can be cut in half by properly designed shaped reflectors. Note that because of the asymmetric pumping the end slabs have a significant gain tilt, and that this effect was retained.
Allowable imperfections in optical surfaces or nonuniformity of refractive indices will be specified for NIF based on the power spectral density (PSD) of the wavefront distortions. In PROP92, those wavefront distortions are represented as phase screens which, among other options, can be input numerically. Aberration files for these simulations were created by measuring the PSD of corresponding parts on Beamlet, and creating stochastic phase screens that match those PSDs. Figure 3 shows the PSD dependence on spatial frequency for the principal optical components in the NIF chain. The different curves on each plot are the result of collapsing the 2D measured PSD onto lD in 6 different directions; the actual 2D phase screens were constructed using the full 2D PSD information. The roll-offat 1 mm is a result ofthe finite resolution of the calculation. In Figure 4 we display the physical phase screens generated to represent one of the amplifier slabs. To avoid unphysical coherent addition, each slab is represented by a unique phase screen having the same PSD.
When the fiashlamps fire to pump the slabs, they generate a prompt, asymmetric thermal load on the glass, leading to strain and hence to optical steering. Since this pump-induced distortion could potentially have a major effect on the obtainable spot size, it was important to include it in the simulation. The steering measured on Beamlet has been successfully modeled by a sequence of codes6 that 1) calculate the thermal loads from the profile of pump light entering the front and back slab surfaces, 2) from that calculate the thenno-mechanical strain in the glass, and 3) from that predict the position-dependent ray steering. As no reliable prediction of the incident light distribution was available for this work, it was assumed that it was quadratic in the horizontal direction, with one-half the curvature that would be necessary to give flat gain. The same opto-thermo-mechanical calculation procedure then led to the steering profiles shown in Figure 5 . As the steering is dominated by horizontal dependence, vertical invariance was assumed.
To achieve acceptably-smooth target-plane irradiance, NIF will utilize a combination of a quasi-continuous-height random phase plate (kinoform phase plate, or KPP) and 1D or 2D smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD). The KPP has been designed7 to yield a specified farfield spot envelope when a flat-phase beam is incident on it. Figure 5also shows the phase screen predicted by that procedure and used in these simulations. No systematic modeling of SSD effects has yet been incorporated.
NIF is optimized to fulfill three primary missions: science-based stockpile stewardship (SBSS), indirect-drive inertial confinement fusion (JCF), and nuclear weapons effects testing (NWET). Direct-drive ICF will also be supported but did not play a major role in design decisions. In Figure 6 , one sees call-outs describing the pulse length and format, and the energy, power, and spot-size requirements for each of these three missions. Also seen are the squarepulse performance curves predicted by PROP92 in 1D: the 1w power vs. energy curve as limited by the constraint, the DB between spatial filters l .8, and the corresponding 3w curve when those pulses are tripled. The latter curve is double-valued because at long pulse length the 1w irradiance falls to values that convert poorly. Superimposed on the 3wcurve are the results of our three baseline 2D calculations. In all three cases, these show the predicted deliverable 3w power and energy in the specified pulse format inside the specified spot at damage ratio of 1-i.e., just before damage is initiated. In all three cases, the performance requirement is exceeded.
As illustrated in Figure 7 , our simulations consistently point to the exit face of the tripler as NIF's "fuse," the first element to damage as the power is increased. This conclusion must be softened by noting that at the resolution available here, no consideration was possible of the effects of small defects which could act as sources for filamentary growth, and that the conclusion is dependent on the assumed values for the damage fluence of the different components. Nevertheless, we believe that improvements in the 3w damage threshold of the KD*P crystals could pay one-for-one dividends in NIF's deliverable energy.
Figures 8 and 9 show the predicted near-field 1w beam at the input to the doubler, and the far-field 3w spot at the target plane for each of the three primary missions. The near-field contrast is the rms intensity variation divided by the average intensity for the central flat portion of the beam. There is some evidence from Beamlet measurements that once the contrast exceeds 0. 1 , it grows rapidly with further irradiance increases. The far-field spots appear to be adequate for the mission requirements. The considerable high-frequency modulation will be smoothed by the imposition of SSD.
In summary, the performance of the NIF baseline design has been modeled in two transverse dimensions using the Fourier optics code PROP92 and the nonlinear harmonic conversion code THG4DO1 . The results obtained are in good agreement with those of the 1D versions of these codes which were used during the design optimization, yielding good confidence that a nearoptimal design has been chosen. We project that this design is able to fulfill NIF's three major mission specifications without component damage. Further modeling, including the effects of airpath turbulence, quasi-static thermal deformations, SSD, and sensitivity to misalignment and component tolerances is ongoing. 
